Animation Club
svaanimationclub@gmail.com

We talk about, improve at, and connect with those interested in, and involved in the making and watching of animation. Activities include screenings, presentations, group critiques and more!

Black Student Union
svabsu@gmail.com

The Black Student Union empowers, unites, and shares knowledge amongst those who identify with the African Diaspora [African Diaspora: global communities that have resulted by descent from the historical migrations of Africans]. All are welcome to come and join the conversation!

Cards and Dice
cardsanddicesva@gmail.com

Cards and Dice is a group that talks, plays, and learns more about games. Our primary activities include playing board games and Dungeons and Dragons each week. We’re hoping to make this club a meeting of minds and departments.

Cartoon Allies
Cartoonallies@gmail.com

Cartoon Allies is a student-run organization at New York’s School of Visual Arts. We unite students of all majors with a shared love for comics and cartoons. It is our mission to foster a spirit of camaraderie between cartoonists of all majors while strengthening ties to the larger cartoonisphere. We promote our art beyond individual capability, representing students and peddling minicomics at multiple major conventions and hosting an annual comics festival, Fresh Meat. We also provide SVA students with access to professional guest lectures and panels related to the professional cartooning career path.

Chinese Student Organization
hpang@sva.edu

Chinese Student Organization is a cultural club that facilitates friendship between students from different cultures and developing Chinese cultures.

Figure Drawing Club
figuredrawingclubsva@gmail.com

Our aim is to build a community of artists who are interested in getting together and improving their drawing ability and build stronger bonds with their fellow students. Open to all majors!

Furry SVA
furryclubsva@gmail.com

Furry SVA is an inclusive club for everyone to enjoy a safe place to talk about ‘sonas, ‘suits, history, and much much more. This club is for eFURRYone!

The Future, Now
newfuturenow2018@gmail.com

The Future, Now is a group working to educate and inform others about environmental and social issues in order to create a more sustainable future. Join us to discuss current events concerning environmental and social movements and work towards active and tangible solutions to issues we face in our daily lives and make a better future, now.

Hiking Club
hikingclubsva@gmail.com

The Hiking Club offers you the opportunity to leave this city and immerse yourself in nature. It involves the beautiful outdoors, physical activity, mental soundness, environmental awareness, and a friendly community. Basically, go on adventures, get out of the city, climb fun rocks.

K9 Feline
k9felineclub@gmail.com

In America we euthanize millions of dogs and cats every year. In the K9 Feline club we will explore the many different ways we can help shelter animals and raise awareness of dog and cat adoption as well as puppy mills. There will be multiple community service trips to adoption organizations in NYC. We will also visit dog parks and cat cafes.
La Bodega
SVABodega@gmail.com

La Bodega provides an opportunity to learn and appreciate Latino/Hispanic culture through games, music, and food. We aim to not only bring the Latino / Hispanic students at SVA together, but also to help others learn about Latino / Hispanic culture and potentially inspire them for their own personal projects.

League of Exceptional Content Curators (LECC)
svalecc@gmail.com

LECC aims to help students improve their storytelling, writing, staging, etc. skills by dissecting carefully curated exceptionally bad media. LECC will cater to the club members as their majors will dictate what we talk about during the club meetings. Each meeting will focus on a different flawed movie or episode(s) of a show, and how they could have been improved / how to avoid similar mistakes in your own work.

LGBT SVA (previously Queer SVA)
queersvacle@gmail.com

LGBT SVA will provide students with a community space to share LGBT experiences with fellow students, educational resources related to queer culture and safe sex, and a platform for students to be activists within the community. Activities will consist of regular group meetings, organized events, and informative presentations.

Macro Impact
macroimpactsva@gmail.com

Macro Impact is a student volunteering group committed to impacting the community through participation in community service and philanthropic initiatives.

Music Club
svamusiconclub@gmail.com

Music Club shares and discusses music, and attends music events.

Paranormal Club
svaparanormalclub@gmail.com

The Paranormal Club serves as a way for students to connect through a shared interest in the paranormal. Activities will include screenings of paranormal investigation shows, spooky craft nights, and much more. Join for a night of fright... if you dare.

REVIVE: Christian Fellowship
svachristianclub@gmail.com

An interdenominational community at SVA seeking to integrate Christian Faith with art and design. We welcome the spiritually curious regardless of all background. “Called to Cultivate the Culture.”

South Asian Association (SAA)
svasaa19@gmail.com

A club that allows for the South Asian community at SVA to engage in cultural activities and share it with other students interested in learning.

SVA Horror Society
myturralde@sva.edu

We are a society of students who come together and watch horror films because we love the genre. Even if you’re new to the genre we would love for you to join. Welcome to Horror!

SVA Tabletop Gaming Guild
sva.tgg@gmail.com

This club is about playing and discovering different tabletop games as well as designing your own tabletop game. We will learn game design techniques and how to self publish your own projects through different crowdfunding sites. This is also a club to just relax, have fun, and make new friends by learning and playing tabletop games.

SVA Yarn Club
svayarnclub@gmail.com

Have you ever wanted to learn how to knit or crochet? Or are you just looking to carve out some time to work on your yarn project? Either way, the SVA Yarn Club is here for YOU! Our goal is to provide a fun place to teach others a useful skill, or to learn new techniques for your craft. Everyone is welcome, from beginners to advanced!

UNICEF-SVA
yye2@sva.edu

UNICEF-SVA is a UNICEF approved organization based in SVA. The club will work with a year-long curriculum that empowers students to educate themselves about global humanitarian issues with educational resources and hands-on activities, including fundraising, travel, and more.

Veterans Coalition of the Arts
nwoods-wells@sva.edu

The Veteran Coalition of the Arts is a collective of veteran-artists whose work reflects personal experiences as a way to shape their artistic practices.